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Protocol generates new AES-128 key $k$.

Protocol encrypts message block $m_1$ as $\text{AES}_k(1) \oplus m_1$, $m_2$ as $\text{AES}_k(2) \oplus m_2$, $m_3$ as $\text{AES}_k(3) \oplus m_3$, etc. Also authenticates.

First block $m_1$ is predictable:

GET / HTTP/1.1

Attacker learns $\text{AES}_k(1)$.

Can attacker deduce $\text{AES}_k(20)$?

We constantly tell people: “No! AES is secure! This is all safe!”
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Attacker learns $\text{AES}_k(1)$.

Can attacker deduce $\text{AES}_k(20)$?
We constantly tell people: “No! AES is secure! This is all safe!”

Attacker learns $\text{AES}_k(1)$ for, say, $2^{40}$ user keys $k$.
Attacker finds some user key using feasible $2^{88}$ computation.
Attacker decrypts, maybe forges, data for that user.
Is this $2^{128}$ “security”?
See 2002 Biham “key collisions”. 
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Can attacker deduce AES$_k$(20)?
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Attacker finds some user key using feasible $2^{88}$ computation.
Attacker decrypts, maybe forges, data for that user.
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Fragile fix: Complicate protocols by trying to randomize everything.
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Fragile fix: Complicate protocols by trying to randomize everything.

Much simpler fix: 256-bit keys.

(Side discussion: Is 192 enough?)
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Grover finds $k$ from $AES_k(1)$ using $2^{64}$ iterations on a small quantum processor.

Parallelize: $N^2$ processors, each running $2^{64}/N$ iterations. 1999 Zalka claims this is optimal.

Multiple targets should allow much better parallelization.


Should MACs have nonces?

To authenticate $m_1; m_2; m_3; m_4$:

Compute function with small differential probabilities. e.g., $r^4 m_1 + r^3 m_2 + r^2 m_3 + rm_4$, where $r$ is secret.

Generate a one-time key $s_n = AES_n(k)$ from master key $k$.

Add to obtain MAC: $r^4 m_1 + r^3 m_2 + r^2 m_3 + rm_4 + s_n$.

Widely deployed for speed: consider, e.g., GCM.
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Another reason to be concerned about 128-bit cipher keys: quantum computing.

Grover finds $k$ from AES$_k(1)$ using $2^{64}$ iterations on a small quantum processor. Parallelize: $N$ processors, each running $2^{64} = N$ iterations. 1999 Zalka claims this is optimal. Multiple targets should allow much better parallelization. Related algos: 2009 Bernstein; 2004 Grover–Radhakrishnan.

Should MACs have nonces?

To authenticate $(m_1, m_2, m_3, m_4)$:

Compute function with small differential probabilities. e.g., $r^4 m_1 + r^3 m_2 + r^2 m_3 + r m_4$, where $r$ is secret.
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To authenticate \((m_1, m_2, m_3, m_4)\):

Compute function with small differential probabilities.

E.g., \(r^4 m_1 + r^3 m_2 + r^2 m_3 + r m_4\),

where \(r\) is secret.

Generate a **one-time** key

\(s_n = \text{AES}_k(n)\) from master key \(k\).

Add to obtain MAC:

\(r^4 m_1 + r^3 m_2 + r^2 m_3 + r m_4 + s_n\).

Widely deployed for speed:

Consider, e.g., GCM.
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2006 Joux “forbidden attack”:

- Twice in GCM ⇒ repeated \(s_n\)
- ⇒ Attacker figures out \(r\), can easily forge messages.
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To authenticate \((m_1, m_2, m_3, m_4)\):

Compute function with small differential probabilities.

\[
e.g., r^4 m_1 + r^3 m_2 + r^2 m_3 + r m_4,
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\[
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from master key \(k\).

Add to obtain MAC:
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Widely deployed for speed:

consider, e.g., GCM.
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AES_k(r^4 m_1 + r^3 m_2 + r^2 m_3 + r m_4)
\]

“seems a safe option”. (Also suggested and analyzed in, e.g.,

2000 Bernstein; earlier refs?)
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\(\epsilon\) is at least \(q(q - 1) = 2^{129}\).

Solution: better PRP/PRF switch
(2005 Bernstein), ok for \(q \approx 2^{64}\).
Should MACs have nonces?

To authenticate \((m_1; m_2; m_3; m_4)\):

- Compute function with small differential probabilities.
- e.g., \(r_4 m_1 + r_3 m_2 + r_2 m_3 + r m_4\), where \(r\) is secret.
- Generate a one-time key \(s_n = \text{AES}_k(n)\) from master key \(k\).
- Add to obtain MAC: \(r_4 m_1 + r_3 m_2 + r_2 m_3 + r m_4 + s_n\).

Widely deployed for speed: consider, e.g., GCM.
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Joux’s suggested response:
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- “seems a safe option”. (Also suggested and analyzed in, e.g., 2000 Bernstein; earlier refs?)
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(2005 Bernstein), ok for $q \approx 2^{64}$.  
$\delta$ is still unacceptably large.  
(Show that this is tight? See, e.g., 2005 Ferguson GCM attack.)
2006 Joux “forbidden attack”: ntwice in GCM ⇒ repeated \( s_n \) ⇒ attacker figures out \( r \), can easily forge messages.

Joux’s suggested response: 
\[
\text{AES}_k (r^4 m_1 + r^3 m_2 + r^2 m_3 + r m_4)
\]
“seems a safe option”. (Also suggested and analyzed in, e.g., 2000 Bernstein; earlier refs?)

Is this \( 2^{128} \) “security”?

Forgery chance \( \leq \delta + \epsilon \) where
\( \epsilon \) is AES PRF insecurity and
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Is 256 fundamentally much slower, or much less energy-efficient, than 128? My guess: No!

Another optimization target: 

PRF inside EdDSA signatures.

EdDSA generates per-signature random number mod $2^{256}$ as truncated hash: $H(s;m)$ mod $2^{256}$.

$H$ is SHA-512; $s$ is subkey.

2015 Bellare–Bernstein–Tessaro: truncated prefixed MD hash is a high-security multi-user MAC.

Even with the constraint of reusing preimage-resistant hash, surely can build better design in both software and hardware.
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Heavyweight ciphers

Interesting cipher-design space:
$\geq 256$ bits for all pipes.
$\geq 256$-bit keys, $\geq 256$-bit outputs,
$\geq 256$-bit subkeys, etc.

Occasional designs: Rijndael, OMD (SHA-2), Keccak, BLAKE2, NORX, Simpira, .....

This needs far more attention, optimization.

Hash designs are usually overkill.

Is 256 fundamentally much slower,
or much less energy-efficient,
than 128? My guess: No!

Another optimization target:
PRF inside EdDSA signatures.

EdDSA generates a random number mod 256-bit 'as truncated hash: $H(s;m)$ mod $2^{256}$.$H$ is SHA-512; $s$ is subkey.

2015 Bellare–Bernstein–Tessaro: truncated prefixed MD hash is a high-security multi-user MAC.

Even with the constraint of reusing preimage-resistant hash,
surely can build better design in both software and hardware.
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Heavyweight ciphers

Interesting **cipher**-design space:

≥ 256 bits for all pipes.
≥ 256-bit keys, ≥ 256-bit outputs,
≥ 256-bit subkeys, etc.

Occasional designs: Rijndael, OMD (SHA-2), Keccak, BLAKE2, NORX, Simpира, . . . . This needs far more attention, optimization.

**Hash** designs are usually overkill.

Is 256 fundamentally much slower, or much less energy-efficient, than 128? My guess: No!

Another optimization target:

PRF inside EdDSA signatures.

EdDSA generates per-signature random number mod 256-bit $\ell$ as truncated hash: $H(s, m) \mod \ell$. $H$ is SHA-512; $s$ is subkey.

2015 Bellare–Bernstein–Tessaro: truncated prefixed MD hash is a high-security multi-user MAC.

Even with the constraint of reusing preimage-resistant hash, surely can build better design in both software and hardware.